Intermediate Painting_ Portrait

Assignment

Homework for Portrait painting.
Assigned week 3
2. Your next painting will be a portrait or self-portrait. To prepare find 5 artists who work with the human face. Use the artist list provided. Make notes and copy or sketch examples for your sketchbook.
Assigned week 4
Painting Analysis 1.— 1. Complete the painting analysis sheet provided. Due March 16.
2. Do more research on artists working with portraits and begin with Figure/Ground integration. Choose 3 of each and discuss why they choose subject matter and style. Make notes in sketchbook with watercolor sketches of their work

Artists for Portraits:
Alice Neel
Chuck Close
Richard Diebenkorn
Alberto Giacometti
Jenny Saville
Kerry James Marshall
Lucian Freud
Marlene Dumas
Diego Rivera
Francis Bacon
Paul Gauguin
Mary Cassatt
Paula Modersohn Becker
Pablo Picasso

Vincent Van Gogh
Frieda Kahlo
David Hockney
Edward Hopper
Leonardo da Vinci
Kehinde Wiley
Leanora Carrington
Amedeo Modigliani
Jan Vermeer
Singer Sargent
Andrew Wyeth

You can use other artists just know that some artists are easier to learn from and others are more difficult.